
Rules:  Hand and Foot 
 
1 extra deck for number of players (example 4 players/5 decks draw a card to find your partner 
then play begins: 
 
• 11 cards in hand and 11 cards in foot (if you pick exactly 22 cards, you get 100 points) 
• Draw two cards, discard one. 
• If you have a red 3 in your hand, you may lay it down and  you can replace it with another. 
• To meld/open:  First game you must have 60 points (next 90/120/150) 
• You must have at least three cards to lay down. 
⁃    
To pick up from the discard pile: * 
 
1. You must be on the board! 
2.  You must have two of the top card in your hand 
3.  There must be at least 5 cards in deck 
4.  You can only pick up the top 5 cards 
5. You must play the first card you pick up.  (You cannot hold it!) 
 
*Once you are playing your foot, you can no longer pick up from the discard pile.  
 
 If you have 3 or less cards in your hand, you do not have to discard. 
 
Requirements for going out: 
 
1. Both partners must be in their foot 
2. You need 3 red/ clean books (no wild cards) and 4 black/dirty books (wild cards allowed as 

long as you don't exceed the number of regular cards) example: the most wilds would be 
3 for a run of 7) 

3. All cards must play (you can have a discard but  must ask partners permission to go out.) 
 
Card Point Values: 
 
joker (wild card) = 50 points 
2's  (wild card) = 20 points 
Ace = 20 points 
King/Queen/Jack/Ten or Nine =10 points 
4 thru 8 = 5 points 
 
Scoring:  
 
▪ First team out gets 500 points 
▪  Red Books (all same card)  = 500 Points 
▪ Black Books (books with wild cards) = 300 points 
▪ Red 3 = 100 (if you get a clean run of 7 =1000 points/if caught in your foot=100 points 

deducted) 
 
*Black 3's freezes the discard pile for the next player (You cannot make a book of black 3's.) 
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Card Values:

Jokers 50 pts

Aces and 2s 20 pts

Red 3s 100 pts each

(7) Red 3s 1000 pts

Black 3s - 8 5 pts

9 - Kings 10 pts

Clean Books - no wild cards 500 pts

Dirty Books - 1-3 wild cards 300 pts

Exact Draw 100 pts

Going Out 500 pts


